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Abstract 

These studies are being conducted to determine the most suitable Artificial 
Intelligent Technique to be implement in software Breast Cancer Detector (CBR). 

Breast Cancer Detector problem is to compare similarity of the new case to the old case 
which is have more than hundred record case. This is to ensure the less take time to 
compare one by one over the hundred case to a new case. The objective of this project is 

to develope the prototype to do the comparism of a new case with existing case of the 
breast cancer. Case Base Reasoning (CBR) is capable of solving the measurement of 
similarity and less take time to find the highest similarity. CBR consist four phase to be 
done to solve the similarity measurement. The first phase is retrieve that is problem 
(new case) is retreived. The second phase is reuse that is reuse the solved case and 
calculate to find the suggested solution or it called the highest similarity in percentage. 

The third phase is revise which is process to confirm solution (teste or repaired case). 
The last phase is retain. The machine learn in other mean the machine save the new case 
if the new case does not have the highest similarity and the doctor should do the 
phisycal check. The calculation that used to calculate the similarity measure is called 
Feature-Based Similarity Measure algorithm. 
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Abstrak 

Kajian-kajian ini dijalankan untuk menentukan Teknik Pintar (AI) tiruan yang 
paling sesuai untuk melaksanakan dalam perisian Breast Cancer Detector (CBR). 
Masalah Breast Cancer Detector (CBR) adalah untuk membandingkan persamaan kes 

baru dengan kes lama yang mempunyai lebih dari seratus kes rekod. Ini adalah untuk 
memastikan persamaan untuk membandingkan satu demi satu ke atas kes itu kepada 
ratusan kes baru. Objektif projek ini adalah untuk membangunkan prototaip untuk 

melakukan perkara yang mengira persamaan sesuatu kes baru dengan kes yang sedia 

ada (Kanser Payudara). Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) mampu menyelesaikan 
pengukuran persamaan dan kurang mengambil masa untuk mencari persamaan yang 
paling tinggi. CBR terdiri empat fasa yang perlu dilakukan untuk menyelesaikan 
pengukuran persamaan. F as a pertama adalah mendapatkan semula iaitu masalah 
(perkara baru) adalah "retreived". Fasa kedua ialah "reuse" yang menggunakan semula 
kes itu diselesaikan dan mengira untuk mencari penyelesaian yang dicadangkan atau ia 
dipanggil persamaan yang paling tinggi dalam peratusan. Fasa ketiga "revise" yang 
merupakan proses untuk mengesahkan penyelesaian (uji atau kes dibaiki). Fasa terakhir 
ialah "retain". Mesin belajar atau dipanggil mesin menyimpan kes barujika mana-mana 

kes yang baru tidak mempunyai persamaan yang paling tinggi dan doktor perlu buat cek 
secara fizikal. Pengiraan yang digunakan untuk mengira persamaan dipanggil "Feature
Based Similarity Measurement algorithm 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

I want to build the project is to ease specialist software to detect breast cancer 

patients more quickly, reduce calculation error and comforting doctor for not looking 

at all the old records of patients who have suffered from cancer for the conclusion that 

the patient suffers from cancer at what level or stage. 

In the information, an early sign of breast cancer occurs when swelling or lump in 

the breast, bloody fluid out of the nipple, enlargement of glands in the armpits, 

wrinkles in the skin of the breasts. It starts in the cell of the breast by the group of 

cancer cells (malignant tumor)[l ]. 
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Breast cancer is most dangerous disease and it is the second leading cause of death 

among women. All human, both genders are born with some breast tissue and cells that 

have the possibility to get cancer breast. Male are rare to get breast cancer with only 

below 2500 diagnoses each year[2]. Even though most people exactly who produce bust 

most cancers will never be in a position to pinpoint just one certain lead to, scientists 

have discovered significantly concerning danger aspects that will show any stronger 

chances pertaining to most cancers. 

There are many facts and myths that have been documented. Among them is 

smoking, family history, genetics, personal health history, early menstruation, late 

menopause after age 55, the use of agents, anti sweat result of breast cancer, all lumps 

are cancerous, the bigger breast size, the higher the risk, mammograms cause cancer, 

miscarriage induced causes of breast cancer and breast implants cause cancer[ 1] [2]. 

Breast cancer tumors can be categorized by the size, type of cells, and the 

characteristics that fuel its growth. Breast cancer can be detected through the nine 

attributes which should be identified by a specialist, through inspection, that is the 
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clump thickness, uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape, marginal adhesion, 

single epithelial cell size, bare nuclei, bland chromatin, normal nucleoli and mitoses. 

After the inspection is done, the experts can confirm the patient's cancer is malignant or 

benign level. From the result of inspections carried out by a specialist, doctor selecting a 

scale from 1 to 10 for setting the level of any examination result. Collect all 

examination results of all nine attributes result compared with previous patients that 

have been recorded. Through these records, the calculation can be done through 

software that I will build. This software will use the artificial intelligence technique that 

is case base reasoning. Case-based reasoning (CBR) means using old experiences to 

understand and solve new problems. A case-based reasoned solves new problem by 

using or adapting solution that were used to solve old problems. A case-based reasoning 

is an AI technique that imitates how human make a decision. In CBR, new problems are 

solved by recalling from a previously solved problem which are stored in the case-

base[ 4] [ 5]. 

1.2 Problem Statements 

There are five problem that can be solve by develop the system use the case

based reasoning method, which is first is the possibility of error calculations scale 

after examining the patient can be fixed, second is speed the time doctor to make 

a thorough examination, third is speed up time when the doctor compared the 

new patient records with an old patient records that who have experienced similar 

situations and last but not least is the wasting of existing data or record can be 

reduced. 
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1.3 Aim and objectives of the project 

This project aims to develop an application that can provide information about 

interesting places in Kuantan and can navigate tourists to go to their selected places. 

The objectives of the research are to: 

1) To study case based reasoning artificial intelligent algorithm to apply in breast 

cancer detector software. 

2) To develop a tool to process the similarity measurement and make the compares 

from the new record with previous record of the patient. 

3) To evaluate the tool for improvement of detection of the cancer patients history. 

1.4 Scope 

1) This project concern on patients who related to the cancer detection focused on breast 

cancer. 

2) This project also concern on doctor specialized in breast cancer. 

3) The developed tool will use CBR calculation only. 

4) Record of patient will use from Dr. William H. Wolberg (physician) from University 

of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison, Wisconsin, USA dataset. 

(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Breast+Cancer+Wisconsin+(Original)) 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Literature Review. 

Breast Cancer Detector Software -CBR(BCDS) created for use of doctors or 

expertise in the field of cancer breast. It used to detect the scale of the level of the 

cancer that the patient that has suffered from cancer. After the doctor or expert in cancer 

breast give the scale to attribute that related the cell of the cancer. Software BCDS will 

take the charge to give the final answer (beginning/danger/incurable). The scale of the 

cell that the doctor or expert should make their decision are the clump thickness, 

uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape, marginal adhesion, single epithelial cell 

size, bare nuclei, bland chromatin, normal nucleoli and mitoses. This system will use 

the artificial intelligence (AI) technique. The technique that will be used is case-based 

reasoning (CBR)[5][7]. 

2.1.1 Introduction of Case-Based Reasoning 

Case-based reasoning (CBR), broadly construed, is the process of solving new 

problems based on the solutions of similar past problems. AI technique that tries to 

model/imitate human reasoning (decision making) and thinking. It has been argued that 

case-based reasoning is not only a powerful method for computer reasoning, but also a 

pervasive behavior in everyday human problem solving or more radically, that all 

reasoning is based on past cases personally experienced. Why it's called artificial 

intelligence technique? It is because the technique itself likes the human solving 

method. This technique used (adapting solution) the experienced problem that stored in 

the system to solve the problem that occurs or make the decision to solve. This 

technique also will learn itself (machine learning) when we used this method in the 

software. Scientific discipline concerned with the design and development of algorithms 

that allow computers to learn based on empirical data, such as from databases[6][7]. 
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Case-based reasoning (CBR) has four processes that used to solve the problem 

(CBR cycle process). First is retrieving the similar problem from the database to solving 

it. Second, reuse the experience in the context of the new situation. That is complete or 

partial reuse, or adapt according to the differences. Third is revising process. This 

process is for tested and repaired case. It tests the new solution in the real world (or 

simulation) and if necessary. Fourth is retaining process that is after the solution has 

been successfully adapted to the target problem, store the resulting experience as a new 

case in the database (learned case or adapt case) [ 4] [ 5]. 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) has used the similarity measure technique. 

Similarity measure is used in solving the problem and reasoning to match a previous 

experience or cases (case-base). This technique is the most important thing in the CBR 

software system. There are two types of similarity technique in similarity measure, local 

similarity and global similarity[ 6] [7]. Local similarity used to compute the similarity 

between queries (new problem solving) and case attributes values. 

2.2 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) are one of the technique artificial intelligent. This 

technique is call as artificial intelligent is because of their action is like a human 

thinking. The comparable technique is just like the human based on the calculation. 

CBR works by compare the new data and existing data to find the result of the case. 

CBR use the similarity measured calculation to find the result of the new data[ 6]. 

There are four similarity measure calculation : 

1. Distance-Based Similarity Measure 

2. Probability Similarity Measure 

3. Feature-Based Similarity Measure 

4. Classification Similarity Measure 



Feature-Based Similarity Measures: 

Partly in response to empirical evidence against the distance axioms, Tversky (1977) 

proposed that perceived similarity is the result of a feature-matching process that 

differentially weights common and distinct stimulus features. Let g(A n B) denote the 

salience of the features that are common to stimuli A and Band let g(A- B) denote the 

salience of the features that are unique to stimulus A. Then Tversky' s ( 1977) feature 

contrast model proposes that the similarity of stimulus A to stimulus B is equal to 

s(A, B)= a g(A n B)-~ g(A- B)- y g(B- A), 

where u, p, andy are constants that might vary across individuals, context, and 

instructions. According to this model, features in common increase similarity, whereas 

features that are unique to one stimulus decrease similarity. One advantage of the 
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'feature contrast model is that it can account for violations in any of the distance axioms. 

2.3 Advantages And Disadvantages Of Case-Based Reasoning Technique 

2.3.1 Advantages 

i) Reduces the knowledge accusation effort- Knowledge-Based System 

Domain expert is unwilling to participate in the knowledge eliciting process due 

lack of understanding of the technology (technology gap). 

The knowledge engineer finds difficulty in communicating with the domain 

expert/experts because the knowledge engineer, initially has less domain knowledge 

than the domain expert (knowledge gap). 

Correctness of the rule-base developed can be questionable due to the knowledge 

gap between know ledge engineer and domain expert. 

ii) White-box learning- explanation facilities 

Explanation is a must to every intelligence system. It is a way how a user (human) 

can trust the reasoning done by the system. The need of the explanation facilities is 
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critical since the reasoning will be used in assisting the decision making process, giving 

advice or other contexts with potentially significant impact. 

CBR stores old experiences or cases in a memory known as a case -base. This 

enables the algorithm to recall previous cases to solve a new problem. This process is 

called retrieval. 

iii) Incremental learning 

Incremental learning is an ability of a learning algorithm to incorporate new 

knowledge into existing knowledge to suite the available data. Learning new data 

without forgetting prior knowledge is an issue in learning algorithm. 

iv) The closest match to human reasoning 

Closer to human thinking and solving problem. Use case base reasoning is a 

technique or the way people think. Identifying the problem through experiences that 

have passed and if no experience, it will be a new experience for future use. 

v) Makes use of existing data, (example: database) 

Waste of old records of cancer patients do not occur. Old records can be used to 

compare the similarity of new record the patient's condition critical level for new 

patients. 

2.3.2 Disadvantages 

i) Lazy learning algorithm 

Generalization the training data is delayed until a query is made to the system. 

Typically slower to evaluate the use of manpower, this case people are lazy to learn the 

techniques of calculation global similarity and local similarity. Large space requirement 

to store the entire training dataset (Not suitable for large data) 



2.4 Existing Systems 

i) eXiT*CBR. v2: Distributed case-based reasoning tool for medical 

prognosis [1 0]. 
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The tool enables the health care collaboration practice to be mapped in cases where 

different doctors share their expertise, for example, or where medical committee 

composed of specialists from different fields work together to achieve a final prognosis. 

Each agent with a different piece of knowledge classifies the given cases through 

metrics designed for this purpose. Since multiple solutions for the same case are useless, 

agents collaborate among themselves in order to achieve a final decision through a 

coordinated schema. For this purpose, the tool provides a weighted voting schema and 

an evolutionary algorithm (genetic algorithm) to learn robust weights. Moreover, to test 

the experiments, the tool includes stratified cross-validation methods which take the 

collaborative environment into account. In this paper the different collaborative 

facilities offered by the tool are described. A sample usage of the tool is also provided. 

Highlights 

Expand an existing medical focused tool to help physicians to design Case-based 

Reasoning experiments (CBR). 

Cooperative Multi Agent System (MAS) technology is used to improve CBR. 

The cooperation of different CBR agents improves the quality of the diagnosis. 

ii) Ontology-supported case-based reasoning approach for intelligent m

Government emergency response services. [11] 

There is a critical need to develop a mobile-based emergency response system 

(MERS) to help reduce risks in emergency situations. Existing systems only provide 

short message service (SMS) notifications, and the decision support is weak, especially 

in man-made disaster situations. This paper presents a MERS ontology-supported case

based reasoning (OS-CBR) method, with implementation, to support emergency 

decision makers to effectively respond to emergencies. The advantages of the OS-CBR 

approach is that it builds a case retrieving process, which provides a more convenient 

system for decision support based on knowledge from, and solutions provided for past 
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disaster events. The OS-CBR approach includes a set of algorithms that have been 

successfully implemented in four components: data acquisition; ontology; knowledge 

base; and reasoning; as a sub-system of the MERS framework. A set of experiments and 

case studies validated the OS-CBR approach and application, and demonstrate its 

efficiency. 

Highlights 

Developed a mobile-based emergency response system to handle disaster 

situations 

Developed an extraction, intelligent aggregation algorithm to fuse emergency 

information 

Developed a case retrieval algorithm and a case adaptation algorithm using 

fuzzy sets 

Developed an OS-CBR approach to support emergency decision making 

Implemented the OS-CBR as a subsystem of the MERS framework 

iii) Enabling the use of hereditary information from pedigree tools in 

medical knowledge-based systems. [1 0] 

The use of family information is a key issue dealing with inheritance illnesses. This 

kind of information use to come in the form of pedigree files, which contain structured 

information as tree or graphs, which explains the family relationships. I<nowledge

based systems should incorporate the information gathered by pedigree tools to assess 

medical decision making. In this paper, we propose a method to achieve such a goal, 

which consists in the definition of new indicators, and methods and rules to compute 

them from family trees. The method is illustrated with several case studies. We provide 

information about its implementation and integration on a case-based reasoning tool. 

The method has been experimentally tested with breast cancer diagnosis data. The 

results show the feasibility of our methodology. 

Highlights 

Risk assessment of developing an inherited illness using pedigree information. 



Methods, structured and statistic indices are defined for knowledge-based 

systems. 

Real information from a breast cancer database is used for experimentation. 

Implemented and integrated into eXiT*CBR experimentation framework as a 

plugin. 

2.5 The Process Of Case-Based Reasoning[12] 

l 

Figure 1: Case-Based Reasoning technique 

I) RETRIVE 

What is Case Retrieval? 

Usually regarded as the most important in CBR cycle 

Various approaches have been developed to retrieve similar cases in CBR 

10 



Similarity measure is used in the CBR retrieval process 

Poor reasoning resulted from the poor similarity measure 

What is Similarity measure? 
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Similarity measure is used in problem solving and reasoning to match a previous 

experience/case (case-base) with the new unseen problem to find a solution. 

It is the heart of the CBR system! 

Can be called as case matching in CBR - match new case with the previous 

cases from the case base to find a solution. 

Purpose of similarity: 

o Select cases that can be adapted easily to the current problem 

o Select cases that have (nearly) the same solution than the current 

problem 

Basic assumption: similar problems have similar solutions 

Goal of similarity modeling: provide a good approximation 

There are two types of similarity: 

Local Similarity 

o Used to compute the similarity between the query (new problem) and 

case attributes values- feature level 

o Two types of local similarity formula (Numerical/Continuous value and 

Discrete value) 

Global Similarity 

o Global similarity is a build up from a number of local similarity 

functions. It is a weighted sum of the local similarity- case/object level 

o After a set of local similarities have been calculated for each feature in 

the case, a global similarity will be calculated. 

o Global similarity provides a case-matching behavior using the global 

similarity calculation to find the relationship between the two cases. 



II) REUSE 

Different option available:-

No modification of the solution: just copy 

Manual/interactive solution adaptation by the user 

Automatic solution adaptation 

o Transformational Analogy: transformation of the solution 

o Derivational Analogy: replay of the problem solving trace 

o Compositional adaptation: combine several cases to a single solution 

III) REVISE 

Verification & Correct Solution 

Revise phase: little attention in CBR research today 

o No revise phase 

o Verification of the solution by computer simulation 

o Verification I evaluation of the solution in the real world 

Criteria for revision 

o Correctness of the solution 

o Quality of the solution 

o Other, e.g., user preferences 

IV) RETAIN 

Learning from Solve Problem 

What can be learned: 

o New experience (new case) 

o Improved similarity assessment, importance of features 

12 



o Organization/indexing of the case base to improve efficiency 

o Knowledge for solution adaptation 

o Forgetting cases, e.g., for efficiency or because out-of-date 

Methods: 

o Storing cases in the case-base 

o Deleting cases from the case-base 

The Calculation case based reasoning: 

Local Similarity 

a = new feature 

b = previous feature 

range= value different between upper boundry and lower boundry of the set 

Equation: 

ja-bl 
similarity(a,b) = 1- --

range 

13 
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Global Similarity 

A= new case 

B = previous case 

a= new feature 

b = previous feature 

p =number of attribute 

i = interation 

wi =weight attribute i .Lf=1 wi=i 

similarityi =local similarity calculate for attribute i 

Equation: 

p 

similarity( A, B) = L~i . L w; . similarity; (a, b) 
i=1 
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2.6 Breast Cancer 

Breast cancer is a group of cancer cells (malignant tumor) that starts in the cells 

of the breast. Breast cancer is the second leading cause of death among women. All 

people, whether male or female, are born with some breast cells and tissue that have the 

possibility to develop into cancer. However, breast cancer in men is rare, with only 

about 2, 190 diagnoses each year. Although most people who develop breast cancer will 

not be able to pinpoint one specific cause, scientists have learned much about risk 

factors that may indicate a stronger likelihood for cancer. Breast cancer tumors can be 

categorized by the size, type of cells, and the characteristics that fuel its growth[2][3]. 

2.6.1 Data Set Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Original) [1] 

Data set that will be used in the prototype software defined below: 

Data Set Number of 

Characteristics: 
Multivariate 

Instances: 
699 

Attribute Number of 

Characteristics: 
Integer 

Attributes: 
10 

Associated Tasks: 

Classification Date Donated: 15 I 07 I 1992 

Table 1: Prototype Software Defined 

Source: 

Creator 

Dr. William H. Walberg (physician) 

University of Wisconsin Hospitals 

Madison, Wisconsin, USA 



2.6.2 Attribute Information: 

Attribute 

1. Sample code number: 

2. Clump Thickness: 

3. Uniformity of Cell Size: 

4. Uniformity of Cell Shape: 

5. Marginal Adhesion: 

6. Single Epithelial Cell Size: 

7. Bare Nuclei: 

8. Bland Chromatin: 

9. Normal Nucleoli: 

1 0. Mitoses: 

11. Class: 

Table 2: Attribute and Levels 

Class distribution: 

Benign: 458 (65.5%) 

Malignant: 241 (34.5%) 

16 

Domain 

id number 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1- 10 

1 - 10 

1 - 10 

(2 for benign, 4 for malignant) 
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2.6.2.1 Benign Tumors[l] 

When a tumor is diagnosed as benign, doctors will usually leave it alone rather 

than remove it. Even though these tumors are not generally aggressive toward 

surrounding tissue, occasionally they may continue to grow, pressing on organs and 

causing pain or other problems. In these situations, the tumor is removed, allowing pain 

or complications to subside. 

2.6.2.2 Malignant Tumors [1] 

Malignant tumors are cancerous and aggressive because they invade and damage 

surrounding tissue. When a tumor is suspected to be malignant, the doctor will perform 

a biopsy to determine the severity or aggressiveness of the tumor. 

2.6.2.3 Definition Attribute of Cancer[2] [3] 

Clump thickness: Benign cells tend to be grouped in monolayers, while 

cancerous cells are often grouped in multilayers. 

Uniformity of cell size/shape: Cancer cells tend to vary in size and shape. That is 

why these parameters are valuable in determining whether the cells are 

cancerous or not. 

Marginal adhesion: Normal cells tend to stick together. Cancer cells tends to 

loos this ability. So loss of adhesion is a sign of malignancy. 

Single epithelial cell size: Is related to the uniformity mentioned above. 

Epithelial cells that are significantly enlarged may be a malignant cell. 

Bare nuclei: This is a term used for nuclei that is not surrounded by cytoplasm 

(the rest of the cell). Those are typically seen in benign tumours. 

Bland Chromatin: Describes a uniform "texture" of the nucleus seen in benign 

cells. In cancer cells the chromatin tend to be more coarse. 

Normal nucleoli: Nucleoli are small structures seen in the nucleus. In normal 

cells the nucleolus is usually very small if visible at all. In cancer cells the 

nucleoli become more prominent, and sometin1es there are tnore of them. 
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Mitosis: Cell division that results in two daughter cells each having the same 

number and kind of chromosomes as the parent nucleus, typical of ordinary 

tissue growth. In simple word is the cell is divided into another cell but it similar 

like the first one before divide. 



Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This section describes that the development plan of Breast Cancer Detector 

Software-CBR will be using the method development Life Cycle (SDLC). 

3.1 Introduction. 

19 

The purpose of this study is to develop a software that will be use by doctor who 

expertise in cancer breast. This software will make doctor easier to find a case based on 

old files that have the same cases as the new patient. This will shows that patient on 

what stage of cancer based on old patient record. In the process of develop a software, 

we need some methodology to make the software more better and create like a planned. 

Methodology is about the planning the process to develop the software product. 

Methodolgy can be used to know the cost will be used, hardware and software will be 

used, achieve goal in time and so on. The purpose of this chapter are to describe the 

flow of research that will be make. 

The data from past patient or old record can be useful to find level of cancer new 

patient by calculation of case based reasoning. 
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Flowchart of the research 

t 
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Figure 2: Flowchart 

3.2 Methodology. 

For the software development methodologies, I use the custom methodology 

because to make sure my project to be plan efficiently. 

3.2.1 Proposed Methodology 

3.2.1.1 Steps Involves In Methodology(Analysis) 

Figure 3: Phase of Methodology 
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Phase Activity 

Study Breast Study the breast cancer attribute, level, type 

Cancer Case cancer and create problem statement. 

Problem 

Study AI Study Artificial Intelligent technique which is 

Technique (Case- the process of case based reasoning 

Based calculation. The calculation is called feature 

Reasoning) based similarity measure. 

Get The Old Find the record (dataset) patients that already 

Patient Data I resolved their case. 

Record (Breast 

Cancer) 

Maintenance Maintenance the software prototype: 

1) Develop prototype 

2) Test prototype 

3) Repair error prototype 

Table 3: Describe Methodology 
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3.2.1.2 Proposed Technique 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) are one of the technique artificial intelligent. This 

technique is call as artificial intelligent is because of their action is like a human 

thinking. The comparable technique is just like the human based on the calculation. 

CBR works by compare the new data and existing data to find the result of the case. 

CBR use the similarity measured calculation to find the result of the new data. 

There are four similarity measure calculation : 

5. Distance-Based Similarity Measure 

6. Probability Similarity Measure 

7. Feature-Based Similarity Measure 

8. Classification Similarity Measure 

The CBR of my study is use the Feature-Based similarity measure calculation. 
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3.2.2 Hardware & Software 

Hardware & Software Description Importance 

1) Asus A43SV Series Used to Saving all the All information are stored 

2) ACER Aspire 4738G project and Software to be here 

used 

IDM 6.15 To download information Faster time compare to 

Online other download manager. 

Software that will be used 

Netbeans IDE 8.0.2 in developing which consist Main software for 

ajavalanguage programming. 

Software used to make Make it easier with many 

Microsoft Word 2007/2010 documentation. tools for making document. 

Microsoft Project Software use to make Gantt Make schedule more 

2007/2010 chart effective and precise. 

Microsoft Visio 2007/2010 Use to create flowchart, Creating shape and arrow 

data flow and work flow of the data flow easier. 

Table 4: List of Software and Hardware 

3.3 Gantt Chart. 

Show in section APPENDIX A. 



4.3 Constraints 

Constraints for this project are categorized into two parts: 

4.3.1 Development constraints 

4. 3 .2 System constraints 

4.3.1 Development constraints 

There many data set and data will be updated every day. In 2010, nearly 1.5 

milion people get breast cancer. New data should be updated every day and should be 

collect that size of worldwide. 

4.3.2 System constraints. 

System should interact to all of the hospital in the worldwide to get new data 

everyday or month which is used high cost to develop the system all over the world. 
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4.4 Developing the Software. 

In netbeans IDE, programmer can create the design of the interface using the existing 

items build in the netbeans. Programmer can drag and drop the item which is the button, 

labels, text, list or else. After droping the items, netbeans automatically generate the 

code in the script. Programmer just add little more coding to create the function. 

Project that have been create can be select here to see the script or interface. 

I 
8· 

G 

Figure 4: Editor Toolbar project script 
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Interface editor java is called Jframe.java. As we can see, at the right comer is the tool 

that programmer can drag and drop at the Jframe.java. At the bottom right comer is the 

properties that draged items to edit the size, font, names items (example: lbl for label, 

btn for button) and so on. 

[ P Jette x T 
- Swing Containers 

Properties 

E ents 

columns 

do-cument 

font 

foregrountl 

Tabbed Pane 

Scro Pane 

Des op Pane 

Layered Pane 

Button 

- Check So 

onG o p 

ea 

1 1 Fo atted ed 

~ 
0 f2 ,2 ,2 

0 

<defaul > 
T hom 11 PI in 

• 0,0,0] 

• 0 
... J 
D 

horizonta lignment LEADI G .,... 

text D 
toom Text 

Figure 5: Jframe.java (palette and properties) 
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4.5 Result of the Application 

After succesful build the software from netbeans, the output is the case that similarity to 

another case. Software will show the class or level of the cancer which is 2 for benign 

and 4 for malignant. If new case are not similar to existing case (data set), software will 

show the percentage of the similarity. 

ca cer Breast Detect (CB ) 

Chec Si ilari CBR) Previous Patient Case Search 

E it 

Figure 6: Menu.java (Menu) 
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CHECK SIMILARITY (CBR CALCULATION) 

Clump Thickness: (1 - 10) 

Uniformity of Cell Size (1 - 1 0) 5 Result: Similarity at 83.95% 

Uniformity of Cell Shape (1- 10) 5 
Highest simlarity : Highest simlar to case number : 627 

Marginal Adhesion: (1 - 10) 
Sample Code : Sample Code: 1190386 

Single Epithelial Cell S1ze. (1 -10) 

caseLeveJ: Malgnant 

Bare Nuclei: (1 - 10) 

Bland Chromatin. (1 - 10) 
Find Similarity Case [ Clear j 

Normal Nudeoll: (1 - 10) 

Mitoses. (1 - 10) 5 

Figure 7: InsertNewCase.java (Insert New Case and Calculate (CBR)) 



Patient Case 

Patient Number 1002945 

NUMBER. : 2 
Patient Number Sample Code): 100294 
Clump Thickness : 5 
Unified Cell Size : 4 
Unified Cell Shape : 4 
Marginal Adhesion : 5 
Single Epithellal Cell Size : 7 
Bare Nuclei : 10 
Bland Chromatin : 3 
Normal Nucleoli : 2 
~ 1itoses : 1 
Class : Benign 
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Figure 8: PatientCase.java (Search Previous Patient Record by SAMPLE CODE) 



The dataset was stored in the database that is use the Derby.jar database. 

Java DB 

dbc:derby:/,4ocaJhost: 1527/CfR_OATABASE 

$·· .- CBR 

; $ - Tables 

A· ·0 CASE_RECORD 

Views 

Proced res 

Figure 9: Database (use driver Derby.jar) 
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4.6 Coding and Explanation 

4.6.1 Coding CBR- Featured Based Reasoning 

This coding is build based on the logic CBR calculation technique. Equation of the 

Feature Based Reasoning is interprete into java coding. 

Code: 

public void calculate() { 
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double Result_CT, Result_UCSZ, _UCSP, Result_MA, Result_SECS, Result_BN, 

Result_ BC, Result_ NN, Result_ M, First_ formula, Second_ formula, Third_ formula, 

Result_ Total; 

int caseNumberShow=O; 

int en= 0; 

for (inti= 0; i < 699; i++) { 

I /local similarity 

caseNumberShow = SAMPLECODE[i]; 

en= CLASSNUMBER[i]; 

if( en== 2){ 

ClassType ="Benign"; } 

else if( en== 4) { 

Class Type = "Malignant"; } 

Result_CT =(double) Math.abs((getCT- CT[i]) I 9); 

Result_UCSZ =(double) Math.abs((getUCSZ- UCSZ[i]) I 9); 



Result_ UCSP =(double) Math.abs((getUCSP- UCSP[i]) I 9); 

Result_MA =(double) Math.abs((getMA- MA[i]) I 9); 

Result_SECS =(double) Math.abs((getSECS- SECS[i]) I 9); 

Result_BN =(double) Math.abs((getBN- BN[i]) I 9); 

Result_BC =(double) Math.abs((getBC- BC[i]) I 9); 

Result_NN =(double) Math.abs((getNN- NN[i]) I 9); 

Result_M =(double) Math.abs((getM- M[i]) I 9); 

First_formula = Math.abs (((2 * Result_ CT) + (1 * Result_ UCSZ) + (1 * 
Result_UCSP) + (1 * Result_MA) + (1 * Result_SECS) + (1 * Result_BN) + (1 * 
Result_BC) + (1 * Result_NN) + (1 * Result_M))); 

Second_formula =First_ formula I 9; 

Third_ formula = 1 - Second_ formula; 

Result_ Total = Third_ formula * 1 00; 

if(Result_ Total > similarityResult) //Contender greater than current highest 

similarity 

{ 

similarity Result = roundUp(Result_ Total); //new highest result 

similarityLocation = i; 

} 

} 

sampleCodeDisplay = caseNumberShow; 

} 
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double roundUp( double i_input) //Rounding up function 

{ 

} 

DecimalFormat twoDForm =new DecimalFormat("#.##"); 

return Double.valueOf(twoDForm.format(i_input)); 
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4.6.2 Read Data Set from Database 

This coding is to read the data set from text file (Derby.jar) line by line. 

Code: 

try{ 

String host= "jdbc:derby://localhost: 1527 /CBR _DATABASE"; 

String uName = "CBR"; 

String uPass= "CBR123"; 

Connection con= DriverManager.getConnection(host, uName, uPass); 

Statement stmt = con.createStatement( ); 

String sql ="SELECT* FROM CASE_RECORD"; 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 

loop= 0; 

while(rs.next()) { 

int idl = rs.getlnt("ID"); 

int SAMPLECODEI = rs.getlnt("SAMPLECODE"); 

int CTI = rs.getlnt("CT"); 

int UCSZI = rs.getlnt("UCSZ"); 

int UCSPI = rs.getlnt("UCSP"); 
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int MAl = rs.getlnt("MA"); 

int SECSl = rs.getlnt("SECS"); 

int BNl = rs.getlnt("BN"); 

int BC 1 = rs.getlnt("BC"); 

int NNl = rs.getlnt("NN"); 

int Ml = rs.getlnt("M"); 

int CLASSNUMBERl = rs.getlnt("CLASSNUMBER"); 

ID [loop] = id 1 ; 

SAMPLECODE[loop] = SAMPLECODEl; 

CT[loop] = CTl; 

UCSZ[loop] = UCSZl; 

UCSP[loop] = UCSPl; 

MA[loop] =MAl; 

SECS[loop] = SECSl; 

BN[loop] = BNl; 

BC[loop] = BCl; 

NN[loop] = NNl; 

M[loop] = Ml; 

CLASSNUMBER[loop] = CLASSNUMBERl; 

loop = loop + 1; 

} //while loop end 

37 
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} 

catch (SQLException err) { 

System. out. println( err.getMessage( ) ); 

} 
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4. 7 System Limitation 

This application is build only to show the CBR technique and this software is 

only have one function. This is the simple software to show how it work and it working 

like a human. This software is work like a logic thinking human to solve the problem by 

comparing the situation. 

4.8 Advantage of this Application 

There are five advantage of this software: 

1) Reduces the knowledge accusation effort- Knowledge-Based System 

Correctness of the rule-base developed can be questionable due to the 

knowledge gap between knowledge engineer and domain expert. 

2) White-box learning- explanation facilities 

CBR stores old experiences or cases in a memory known as a case - base. This 

enables the algorithm to recall previous cases to solve a new problem. This 

process is called retrieval. 

3) Incremental learning 

an ability of a learning algorithm to incorporate new knowledge into existing 

knowledge to suite the available data. Learning new data without forgetting 

prior knowledge is an issue in learning algorithm 

4) The closest match to human reasoning 

Closer to human thinking and solving problem. Use case base reasoning is a 

technique or the way people think. Identifying the problem through experiences 

that have passed and if no experience, it will be a new experience for future use. 
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5) Makes use of existing data, (example: database) 

Waste of old records of cancer patients do not occur. Old records can be used to 

compare the similarity of new record the patient's condition critical level for new 

patients. 

6) Saving time and cost 

Time and cost to do all the test for new case and it happened like the old case 

that have been solve. 

4.9 Future Enhancement 

In the future, some function will be repair or add in this software 

1) Bigger database that will save all the possible data set. 

2) Function that expertise doctor can add the new cases from the internet or portal 

3) Widely use of this technique and software at hospital or clinic all over the world. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Introduction 

This application will make the user (doctor) easily to compare new breast cancer 

case to previous case which is have many record (dataset). This application based on 

feature-based similarity measure calculation which is the algorithm to check the 

similarity of the new attribute with the previous attribute like new breast cancer case 

and previous breast cancer case. In the Breast Cancer Detector software have a function 

to check similarity where is I take from algorithm of case-based reasoning technique 

and tum it into a coding. Thus, in the future, which is during PSM II, the courseware 

application is expected to be developed as how it has been planned and it is highly 

hoped that the objectives and the goals of the courseware will be achieved at the end. 

5.2 Summary of Literiture Review 

In literature review, developer will know more details about problem statement, 

scope ad current application comparison as this information could help developer to 

design and develop the application. More information is collected that related to this 

application. Based on the problems faced by currently available systems that will 

motivate the developer to develop this project. 

5.3 Summary of Methodoly 

In the course of this undertaking, all believed exactly how critical this undertaking 

which is making a Breast Cancer Detector (CBR). Inside undertaking technique, the 

process helpful to develop this undertaking is identified a protracted using the objective 

of while using this method .. The particulate undertaking demands make clear much 

tnore concerning info get together, software as well as computer hardware of which 

required to develop this undertaking, in which there components are crucial specifically 
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inside developing model of the properties and environment which often to have a larger 

specs regarding personal computer. 
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Introduction 
Project that build to detect breast cancer 

patients level use the Artificial Intelligence technique 
that IS called Case-Based Reasomng calculation by 
make use the old dataset of the record cases This 
system will show the s1m1larity measure percentage 
from all of the set old data. A case-based reasoned 
solves new problem by using or adapting solution 
that were used to solve old problems. A case-based I 
reasontng ts an AI techntque that 1m1tates how human 
make a deCJston. In CBR. new problems are solved 
by recalltng from a prevtously solved problem whtch 
are stored In the case-base. 

I,) To ~udy case ~~t:;~~~;cial intell~en 
algorithm to apply tn breast cancer detector software 

2) To de3velop a tool to process the similarity 
measurement and make the compares from the 
new record with prev1ous record of the patient 

3) To evaluate the tool for Improvement of detection ot 
the cancer patients history. 

Scope 
1) This project concern on patients who re lated to the 

cancer detection focused on breast cancer 
) This project also concern on doctor specialized in 

breast cancer. 
3) The developed tool Will use CBR calculation only. 
4) Record of patient w1 11 use from Dr. William H 

Walberg (phystclan) from UnNersity of Wisconsin 
Hosprta ls,Madison. Wiscons1n, USA dataset. 
(https.//archive.tcs.uct.edulmVdatasets/Breast+Can 
cer+Wisconsin+(Onginal)) 

ancer etector 
Prepared by: Ahmad Bukhari Abdullah 

Supervised by : Azlina Zainuddin 
UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA PAHANG 

Flowchart 
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Conclusions 

In the future, some 
function I wish to be 
repair or add in this 
software. First is bigger 
database that will save 
all the possible data 
s·et. Second is that 
expertise doctor can 
add the new cases 
from the internet or 
portal. Third is widely 
use of this technique 
and software at 
hospital or clinic all 
over the world. 


